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kitchen sink set for
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poor track record with

customer service and has an
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architecture, meaning that
its devices and network

connections leak data often.
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wireless routers (including
one installed in my office),

and there's no way for me to
discern what devices

(including for example my
laptop) are connected to

which router. I'm aware that
my laptop's admin password

could be leaked (however
unlikely it may be) and that,
since the ISP has a single,
insecure router, the router

has to be considered
compromised. However, I

have intentionally made my
kitchen sink "security" aware
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with a strong password
(same as my laptop's admin
password), a whitelist of IPs
in the router, and a brand of

soap that is known for
having a large presence in

my sink. Is there any harm in
doing this? Does it stop a
device from sending data

over the network? Is it
exploitable 6d1f23a050
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